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(A)Basic Skills: 
 

Unit 5: Yesterday and Today 
Question 1: (Matching): 
 

Match the Question with the correct response. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fifth Grade First Question Bank - Term 2 
Year 1445 H / 2023 – 2024 

 
  

Column (2)  Column (1) 

(A)  It’s one ten.  
1) What time is it?   

(B)   It’s nine twenty.  2) What time is it?   

(C)   It’s five forty-five.  3) What time is it?   

(D)  It’s twelve o’clock.  4) What time is it?   

(E)  It’s seven o’clock.  5) What time is it?   

(F)   It’s eight thirty.  6) What time is it?   
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Q 2. Complete the chart with the correct form of the verb in the past tense. 

 every day yesterday 

1.  

get up 

 

___ 

2.  
eat lunch ____ lunch 

3.  
come home ___ home 

4.  
do my homework ___ my homework 

5.  
take a bath ____ a bath 

6.  
go to bed  ____ to bed 

 

Q3. Read and answer the questions. 
  

1.  What time do you go to school in the morning?  

I usually ___________________________. 

2.  What time did you go to school yesterday?  

Yesterday, _________________________.  

3.  What time do you eat lunch?  

I ______________________________.   

4.  What time did you come home yesterday?  

Yesterday, __________________________.  
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Q 4. Complete the spaces with the correct phrase. 
  

( eat my lunch - finish school - ride the bus - jump out of bed - 

brush my teeth – dream - jump into bed – meet ) 

      

1- At six o’clock, I  _____________ 

           and ______________. 

       

2- At one o’clock, I ___________  

and _________ home.  

 

3- At two o’clock, I ________ 

            and __________ my friends. 

 

4- At ten o’clock, I __________ 

And _________ a lot. 
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Q 4. Complete the words with ng, nk, or ck. 
    

  thi__ 
 

  clo__ 

 

  ro__ 
 thi__ 

 

  ba___ 

 

   ri__ 

 

  swi__ 

   wi__ 

   spri__       i__      dri__     si__ 

 
Q 5. Complete the words with sh, ch, ph or wh. 

    

  __one 

 

  __eep 

 

  __ocolate 
__eese 

    __istle   __ale     ele__ant    __ip  
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Unit 6: Jobs 
Question 1: (Multiple Choices) : 
For the questions from (1) to (12) choose the correct answer. 

What does he do? 
1. 

(B) He is an astronaut. (A)  He is a doctor.  

He is a ________.   2. 

(B) lawyer (A)  pilot  

She works in a ________.  
3. 

(B) school (A) hospital  

 

Choose (gh / kn)                                 

r i _ _ t                                          
4. 

(B) gh (A) kn  

Choose (gh / kn)     

 _ _ e e 
5. 

(B) kn (A) gh  

Choose (gh / kn)    

 n i _ _ t 
6. 

(D) kn (A) gh  

Choose (gh / kn)   

 _ _ i f e 

 

7. 

(B) gh (A) kn  
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Question2: (Matching): 
A-Match the question with the correct response. 

 

 

 

 

(Choose kn or gh) 

__ __ o c k  

8. 

(B) kn (A)  gh  

 (Choose kn or gh) 

 L i __ __ t 

9. 

(B) kn (A) gh  

There ______ a cat on the bed. 10. 

(B) was (A) were  

There ______ books in the room. 11. 

(B) was (A) were  

There _____ a man in the car. 12. 

(B) were (A) was  

Column (2)  Column (1) 

(A) She is at home.  1) What is that?   

(B)  It is next week.  2) Is he sad? 

(C)  That is a toy.  3) Where is she? 

(D)  Yes, he is.  4) When is the test? 
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B) Match the words with the pictures    

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Column (2)  Column (1) 

(A)  
 1) cook 

(B)  
 2) doctor 

(C)  
 3) firefighter 

(D)  
 4)  housewife 

(E)  
 5) diver 

(F)  
 6)  nurse 
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(B) Vocabulary:     

 
    

Question 1: (Multiple Choices) : 

 
 
  

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 

small windstorm 1. 

(D) ice (C) light (B) whirlwind 

 

(A) fire           

 

 

having a spinning feeling  2. 

(D)  conscious (C)  dizzy (B)  clear (A)  awake  

very funny 3. 

(D)  hilarious (C)  serious (B)  tragic (A)  sad  

in the present time 4. 

(D)  before (C)  once (B)  nowadays (A)  former  

To make a person to believe or do something 5. 

(D)  convinced 

 

 

 

 

(C)  sketchy (B)  unclear (A)  doubtful   

useful   6. 

(D) futile (C)  handy (B)  pointless (A) ineffective  

being naughty 7. 

(D)  obedient (C)  noble (B)  kind (A)  mischief  

freedom 8. 

(D)  independence (C)  captivity (B) control (A) oppression  

Many people shop online _____________. 9. 

(D)  previous (C)  old (B)  nowadays (A)  past  

Some cartoons are _____________. 10. 

(D)  unamusing (C)  uncomic (B)  dull (A)  hilarious  

I feel __________ when I am hungry. 11. 

(D)  strong (C)  healthy (B)  dizzy (A)  steady  
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The house was destroyed by a ______________.  12. 

(D)  time (C)  shadow (B)  flower  (A)  whirlwind  

I always keep snacks in ___________ when I go on a picnic. 13. 

(D)  ignore (C)  handy (B)  skip (A)  abandon    

             

 

 

I ____________ my friends that sugar is not good for health.  14. 

(D)  discourage (C)  skeptical (B)  convinced (A)  mislead  

Tell kids to keep out of ____________. 15. 

(D)  goodness (C)  mischief (B)  duteous (A)  polite  

Many countries got their _______________.  16. 

(D)  independence (C) exploitation (B)  reliance (A) suppression  

Monday through Friday 17. 

(D)  off (C)  weekdays (B)  rest (A)  break  

thick, stiff paper 18. 

(D)  sand (C)  clay (B)  cardboard (A)  wood  

A special vehicle that carries the sick or injured to the hospital 19. 

(D)  police car (C)  ambulance (B)  taxi (A)  firetruck  

To say you are sorry is to ____________.  20. 

(D)  apologize (C)  wicked  (B)  cold (A)  stubborn  

safe, not dangerous 21. 

(D)  fatal (C)  risky (B)  harmless (A)  toxic  

real or sincere 22. 

(D)  myth (C)  imaginary (B)  fake  (A)  genuine  

moved by slipping or sliding is ____________.  23. 

(D)  hasten (C) slithered  (B)  dart (A)  fly   
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We go to school on ___________. 17. 

(D)  off (C)  weekdays (B)  holidays (A)  vacation  

She was rushed to the hospital in an ______________. 18. 

(D)   bicycle (C)  train (B)  ambulance (A)  van  

My pet cat is ____________. 19. 

(D)  reckless (C)  harmless (B)  goofy (A)  scary  

Always ___________ for your mistakes.  20. 

(D)  apologize (C)  coward (B)  ignorant (A)  selfish  

The ring is made of ___________ gold. 21. 

(D)  counterfeit  (C)  imitation (B)  genuine (A)  phony  

She packed her books in _____________ boxes. 22. 

(D)  ice (C)  mud (B)  paper (A)  cardboard  

The snake ____________ into the box.  23. 

(D)  walked (C) slithered  (B)  marched (A)  stepped   
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Question 2: (Pairing Questions) 

       Match the pictures from column (1) with the appropriate word from column (2). 

 

Column (2)  Column (1) 

  mischief) (A  1)        

dwhirlwin) (B  2)               

hilarious) C(  3)                  

(D) dizzy  4)          

(E) ambulance  5)          

(F) slithered   6)        

 

(G) cardboard    7)            

(H) weekdays   8)         

(I) apologize    9)                   
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(C) Spelling: 
 

 Question 1: (Multiple Choices) 

 Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

___________ for our team! 1. 

(D)  Chere (C)  Chear (B)  Cheer (A)  Cheere  

Does your father have a _________? 2. 

(D)  bierd (C)  beard (B)  beerd (A)  beared  

I can't ____________ you.  3. 

(D)  hear (C)  heare (B)  herre (A)  heer  

e g r a   (Unscramble the letters to make the correct word) 4. 

(D)  grae (C)  earg (B)  egar (A)  gear  

r m e e  (Unscramble the letters to make the correct word) 5. 

(D)  eerm (C)  mere (B)  mree (A)  emer  

a c r s e (Unscramble the letters to make the correct word) 6. 

(D)  srace (C)  ecars (B)  scare (A)  csaer  

s __ a r e     (Choose the correct missing letter) 7. 

(D)  o (C)  z (B)  v (A)  n  

a i r __ a r e     (Choose the correct missing letter) 8. 

(D)  x (C)  f (B)  s (A)  n  

t e a __     (Choose the correct missing letter) 9. 

(D)  j (C)  q (B)  r (A)  w  

__ e a r     (Choose the correct missing letter) 10. 

(D)  f (C)  i (B)  u (A)  k  
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Response to a question. 11. 

(D)  answer (C)  anserr (B)  ansir (A)  annser  

Young sheep. 12. 

(D)  lams (C)  lammbs (B)  lambs (A)  lamms  

A measurement of time. 13. 

(D)  oure (C)  houer (B)  ouer (A)  hour  

To place knees on ground. 14. 

(D)  neel (C)  kneel (B)  kneal (A)  neal  

e h r i   (Unscramble the letters to make the correct word) 15. 

(D)  hrie (C)  eirh (B)  ehir (A)  heir  

n k w e  (Unscramble the letters to make the correct word) 16. 

(D)  knew (C)  newk (B)  nkew (A)  kwen  

o c s b m (Unscramble the letters to make the correct word) 17. 

(D)  ocmbs (C)  omsbc (B) combs  (A)  cbmos  

h o __ e s t     (Choose the correct missing letter) 18. 

(D)  w (C)  n (B)  v (A)  z  

__ n e a d     (Choose the correct missing letter) 19. 

(D)  x (C)  j (B)  q (A)  k  

w r a __ p e r     (Choose the correct missing letter) 20. 

(D)  p (C)  t (B)  s (A)  f  
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(D) Grammar: 
 

 Question 1: (Multiple Choices) 

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 

Many families rode in covered wagons across the state. 

(Choose the singular noun in the sentence) 
1. 

(D)  state (C)  wagons (B)  rode (A)  families  

My mother, sisters, and grandparents packed their clothes.  

(Choose the singular noun in the sentence) 
2. 

(D)  clothes (C)  grandparents (B)  sisters (A)  mother  

I watched many sunsets over the beautiful lake. 

(Choose the singular noun in the sentence) 
3. 

(D)  lake (C)  beautiful (B)  sunsets (A)  watched  

The hens, the old rooster, and the cows came with me. 

(Choose the singular noun in the sentence) 
4. 

(D)  with (C)  cows (B)  rooster (A)  hens  

I had to sell my bike. 

(Choose the singular noun in the sentence) 
5. 

(D)  my (C)  I  (B)  sell (A)  bike  

The blue sky over the prairies seem so vast and clear. 

(Choose the correct plural form of the underlined noun) 
6. 

(D)  skyies (C)  skies (B)  skyes (A)  skys  

We spent many day on our journey. 

(Choose the correct plural form of the underlined noun) 
7. 

(D)  dayies (C)  daies (B)  dayes (A)  days  

Be sure to avoid the swamps and marsh. 

(Choose the correct plural form of the underlined noun) 
8. 

(D)  marshys (C)  marshies (B)  marshes (A)  marshs  

There are no job here. 

(Choose the correct plural form of the underlined noun) 
9. 

(D)  jobies (C)  joies (B)  jobes (A)  jobs  

I've lived in several city, but I prefer the country. 

(Choose the correct plural form of the underlined noun) 
10. 

(D)  cityies (C)  cities (B)  cityes (A)  citys  
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The pages of my diary are filling up. 

(Choose the plural noun in the sentence) 
11. 

(D)  my (C)  diary  (B)  pages (A)  filling  

It's been weeks since I've seen you. 

(Choose the plural noun in the sentence) 
12. 

(D)  seen (C)  since  (B)  been (A)  weeks  

We need more boxes than that! 

(Choose the plural noun in the sentence) 
13. 

(D)  boxes (C)  We  (B)  need (A)  than  

Please feed the babies. 

(Choose the plural noun in the sentence) 
14. 

(D)  Please (C)  babies  (B)  feed (A)  the  

They traveled on buses. 

(Choose the plural noun in the sentence) 
15. 

(D)  traveled (C)  They  (B)  buses (A)  on  

The thief were soon caught. 

(Choose the correct plural form of the underlined noun) 
16. 

(D)  thiefies (C)  thieves (B)  thiefes (A)  thiefs  

It is easier for child to learn a new language. 

(Choose the correct plural form of the underlined noun) 
17. 

(D)  childies (C)  childes (B)  childs (A)  children  

There were a few mouse under the stove. 

(Choose the correct plural form of the underlined noun) 
18. 

(D)  mice (C)  mouseies (B)  mousees (A)  mouses  

My foot are so tired. 

(Choose the correct plural form of the underlined noun) 
19. 

(D)  footies (C)  footes (B)  feet (A)  foots  

Tomato come with the meal. 

(Choose the correct plural form of the underlined noun) 
20. 

(D)Tomatoies (C) Tomatoes (B) Tomatoen (A) Tomatos  

Many ox passed the ranch. 

(Choose the correct plural form of the underlined noun) 
21. 

(D)  oxies (C)  oxes (B)  oxs (A)  oxen  
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Which of the inventors were woman? 

(Choose the correct plural form of the underlined noun) 
22. 

(D)  women (C)  womanies (B)  womanes (A)  womans  

There was not one sheep on Papa's farm. 

(Choose whether the underlined noun is singular or plural) 
23. 

(B)  plural (A)  singular  

A herd of buffalo trampled across the land. 

(Choose whether the underlined noun is singular or plural) 
24. 

(B)  plural (A)  singular  

We saw a moose at the zoo.  

(Choose whether the underlined noun is singular or plural) 
25. 

(B)  plural (A)  singular  

This species of insect only lives for two days. 

(Choose whether the underlined noun is singular or plural) 
26. 

(B)  plural (A)  singular  

I ate clams and shrimp at dinner. 

(Choose whether the underlined noun is singular or plural) 
27. 

(B)  plural (A)  singular  

Be quiet or you might scare that deer away. 

(Choose whether the underlined noun is singular or plural) 
28. 

(B)  plural (A)  singular  

We caught five fish today. 

(Choose whether the underlined noun is singular or plural) 
29. 

(B)  plural (A)  singular  

What different species of animals come from China? 

(Choose whether the underlined noun is singular or plural) 
30. 

(B)  plural (A)  singular  
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(E) Writing: 
 

Question 1: (Composition) 
 

1. With the help of a word box write about Reading and 

Writing 
 

 

 

 

_____________________________________________________ ___

________________________________ ________________________

 ________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________

____________________________________ ____________________

_____________________________ __________________________ _

_______________________________________________ _________

 ______________________________ __________________________

___________ _____________________________________________ 

 

2. With the help of a word box write about Activities I like. 

 

 

 

 

__________________ ______________________________________

________________________________ ________________________

 ________________________________________________________

______________________________ __________________________

__________________________________________________ ______

_______________________________________________________ _

________ ________________ ________________________________

 ________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________ _ 

 – sbook – work – lessons –h glisEn – artedts(  :boxord W

grammar – writing – pronunciation – spelling ) 

 

 go to parties – go shopping – draw – cook – bake(  :boxord W

– paint – playing video games – read – sew – swim – take 

pictures – talk on phone – travel – watch TV – take walks ) 
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Question 2: (Reading Comprehension)  
 

Read the passage. Then answer the questions that follow. 
  

When Maggie came home from school, she smelled something delicious. 

Her father was cooking spaghetti and making his special sauce. This was 

her absolute favorite meal, and she wondered what the special occasion 

was. Then she looked at the table by the door. Her report card was 

lying there with the rest of the mail. Her father came over and gave 

her a big hug. When they sat down to eat, Maggie’s brother and sister 

held out their dinner plates first, but their father shook his head at 

them and winked at Maggie. She held out her plate, and he piled it high 

with spaghetti and salad. 

.alseF )F(rue or T(T) Circle  

Her father was cooking _________. 1. 

(D)  rice (C)  chicken (B)  spaghetti (A)  pasta  

She looked at the table by the ________. 2. 

(D)  chair (C)  lamp (B)  cupboard (A)  door  

Her ________ came over and gave her a big hug. 3. 

(D)  mother (C)  father (B)  sister (A)  friend  

Her report card was _________ there. 4. 

(D)  lying (C)  sitting (B)  standing (A)  waiting  

(1) Maggie came home from the mall. T F 

(2) She smelled something delicious. T F 

3)) Her father was cooking rice. T F 

(4) That was her absolute favorite meal. T F 

(5) She looked at the chair by the door. T F 

(6) Her report card was lying there. T F 

(7) Her father came over and gave her a big hug. T F 

(8) Father shook his head at them and winked at Maggie. T F 
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Read the passage. Then answer the questions that follow. 
 

A boy named Justin once rode his bike past a home for children. He saw 

that the children there didn’t have bikes to ride. So, he decided to get 

them bikes. He didn’t have a lot of money to spend, so he couldn’t just 

buy a lot of bikes. What Justin did was look for old bikes to fix up for 

the children. When people heard about what he was doing, the started 

bringing him their old bikes and donating money so that he could buy the 

parts he needed. Justin was then able to rebuild many more bikes 

.away them give and 

alseF )F( ue orrT(T) Circle  

 

(1) He saw the children there didn’t have bikes to ride. T F 

(2) He decided to give them candy. T F 

3)) He didn’t have a lot of money to spend. T F 

(4) What Justin did was look for new bikes. T F 

(5) They started bringing him their old bikes. T F 

(6) Justin was able to rebuild many more bikes. T F 

(7) A boy named Jude once rode his bike. T F 

(8) He couldn’t just buy a lot of bikes. T F 

A boy named ______ once rode his bike past the home of 

the children. 
1. 

(D)  Jojo (C)  Justin (B)  Jade (A)  Jude  

He didn’t have a lot of _______ . 2. 

(D)  chocolates (C)  tools (B)  money (A)  pens  

People started bringing their old ______. 3. 

(D)  clothes (C)  books (B)  shoes (A)  bikes  

Children there didn’t have bikes to ______. 4. 

(D)  fix (C)  make (B)  ride (A)  play  
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Question 3: (Free Writing) 
 

1. With the help of the box below write about your Favorite 

Meal. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

____________________ ____________________________________

________________________________ ________________________

______________ __________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________ ______

_______________________________________________________ _

______________________________________________ __________

 ________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________

____________________________ ________________________ ____

 ________________________________________________________

________________ ______ __________________________________

 ________________________________________________________

___________ _____________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

May Allah guide you!                           5th English Language Teachers 

 

:onsuestiQThinking  

➢ What foods are included? 

➢ Why do you like them? 

 

 

 

 


